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This work focuses on the main elements necessary to design effective crisis communication 
strategies before and during the crisis in order to trigger the relevant response of citizens. 
Here, communication refers to the exchange of public messages (i.e., from authorities to the 
public and vice versa). The guidelines are based on literature review and best practices in 
risk and crisis communication. It could, therefore, support the construction of guidance with 
basic principles and good practices for stakeholders in the format of a checklist. We vision 
that such a checklist could be potentially used from national agencies or community 
organizations when implementing or evaluating dissemination and communication 
procedures in place. To further explore forecasters’ and emergency managers’ ability  or 
difficulty to communicate relevant actions towards the protection of public and property in the 
area of their responsibility, we set up a role-playing experimental game. The game simulates 
the case of a weather hazard (here flood) to obtain conclusions on “if “and “how” 
ANYWHERE products can support the decision chain in European warning systems. 
 

Risk and Crisis Communication in 
Weather-related Hazards:

What ANYWHERE Project brings to you?

Social Indexes [5] 

þ Use simple wording within short 
sentences.

þ Begin the message with the main info 
using standardized headlines.

þ Use positive statements instead of 
negative.

þ Describe adequately the hazard & the 
imminent impact to the public.

þ Define the message geographically & 
temporally.

þ  Include targeted information & 
guidance.

þ Support the message with official 
documentation.

þ  Include reasonable graphics (only if 
needed)

þ Suggest numeric levels of risk (color 
codes?)

  Understandable 
messages

Content:

Structure:

Format:

Authorities

Collection of 
feedbacks 

 II.   Interactive communication
Public

Risk Education/
Information / Advise

þ  Use pratical / problem-based 
scenarios to enforce experimental 
learning

þ  Integrate risk tools in every-day 
used communication channels

þ  Manage high amount of info 
exchanged through social 
media

þ  Take into account 
confidentiality issues

Tools?

Serious Games 

Galateia Terti1, Isabelle Ruin1, Milan Kalas2, Valerio Lorini2, Tommaso Sabbatini2, Arnau Cangròs i Alonso3  
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Checklist

Role 
Play 

How to become a victor?

I.   Right timingIII. 

Why to play a game?

�  Evaluation tool 

�  Communication tool 

ü  Test the added value of ANYWHERE 
products on the: 

 
o  Decision making/warnings under uncertainty 
o  Management of official emergency response 
o  Crisis communication for self-protection 

ü  Facilitate collaboration/coordination 
between the participants and enhance their 
understanding of the challenges embedded 
in various levels of the decision-making.  

ANYCaRE
(ANYwhere Crisis and Risk Experiment) - A Role-playing Game for crisis decision-making & communication

 
What is the storyline? Who is playing what?

A 

C 
B 

ü  Be simple and straight
ü  Release alerts on times critical in 

the daily routine
ü  Stimulate public action

þ  Attract population’s attention in 
the midst of daily life

Trigger behavioral change 
towards self-protection

þ  Consider the location/situation of 
repients
ü  Geotarget alerts and warnings to 

recipients
ü  Foster risk personalization

Means?

Reverse-dialling systems

Radio systems

Modern Information & 
Communication 
Technologies

SummaryReferences

ü  Support ANYWHERE’s opening to the 
public in the future (online demonstrations). 

Acknowledgements

Flooding in ANYWHERE Metropolitan area: 

A . Residential area / Campsite 

C. Bridge downstream a Festival area 

B. Main City area / School districts 

ü  Meteorological forecast for  the entire region 
ü  Hydrological probabilistic forecast for predefined 

control points 
ü  Impact forecast for predefined control points 
ü  Crowdsourcing information 

-	Forecas*ng	(WA)	
-	Issue	of	warning	level	(CA)	

-	Emergency	opera*ons	(EA)	
-	Issue	of	emergency	message	(CA)	

-	Self-protec*on	(EA)	
-	Sharing	of	ground	facts	(CA)	

LEVEL	1	

LEVEL	2	

LEVEL	3	

Simulated levels in the decision chain: 

The players decide their emergency (EA) or 
communication activities (CA) based on: 

Participants need to: 

5-Days event simulation 

ü  Insure ci t izens’ safety and 
prevent loss of life. E.g., the Civil 
Protection responsible 

 
ü  Prevent disturbances in social 

life, which make people unhappy 
and reduce wellness. E.g., the 
Transportation manager 

 
ü Maintain their budget (minimize 

their expenses for preventive 
measures compared to the actual 
needs). E.g., the Mayor 

Will you take the right decision? 

Helsinki  
experiment
Sept. 2017

(Drabek, 1999; Mileti and Peek, 2000. NSTC, 2000) 

(Chan et al., 2013; Wendling et al., 2013)  

(Lindell and Perry, 2003; Ruin, 2010; 
Ruin et al., 2014; Terti et al., 2015)  


